Making a Wave Bottle

MATERIALS
• Paint thinner  • Plastic bottle with cap  • Sharpie (black)  • Food coloring
• Rubbing Alcohol  • Electrical tape  • Funnel

1. Open an empty plastic bottle and insert funnel.
2. Pour 8 oz of rubbing alcohol into plastic bottle (cap alcohol bottle immediately).
3. Drop 1-2 drops of food coloring into bottle (don’t mix yet – watch fluids separate).
4. Pour 8 oz of paint thinner into plastic bottle (cap paint thinner bottle and your wave bottle immediately).
5. Tighten the cap on your wave bottle.
6. Use electrical tape to seal your wave bottle: first run tape clockwise around cap, then over lip. Stretch vinyl tape around lip to ensure proper seal.
7. With black sharpie, label the neck of the bottle:
   WARNING! FLAMMABLE
   Do not drink. Paint thinner + alcohol.

Making a Wave Bottle

MATERIALS
• Paint thinner  • Plastic bottle with cap  • Sharpie (black)  • Food coloring
• Rubbing Alcohol  • Electrical tape  • Funnel

8. Open an empty plastic bottle and insert funnel.
9. Pour 8 oz of rubbing alcohol into plastic bottle (cap alcohol bottle immediately).
10. Drop 1-2 drops of food coloring into bottle (don’t mix yet – watch fluids separate).
11. Pour 8 oz of paint thinner into plastic bottle (cap paint thinner bottle and your wave bottle immediately).
12. Tighten the cap on your wave bottle.
13. Use electrical tape to seal your wave bottle: first run tape clockwise around cap, then over lip. Stretch vinyl tape around lip to ensure proper seal.
14. With black sharpie, label the neck of the bottle:
   WARNING! FLAMMABLE
   Do not drink. Paint thinner + alcohol.